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Abstract

Generalized recoupling coe�cients or �nj�coe�cients for a Lie algebra �with su����
the Lie algebra for the quantum theory of angular momentum� as generic example�
can always be expressed as multiple sums over products of Racah coe�cients �i�e�
�j�coe�cients�� In general there exist many such expressions	 we say that such an
expression is optimal if the number of Racah coe�cients in such a product �and�
correlated� the number of summation indices� is minimal� The problem of 
nding
an optimal expression for a given �nj�coe�cient is equivalent to 
nding a shortest
path in a graph Gn� The vertices of this graph Gn consist of binary coupling trees�
representing the coupling schemes in the bra�kets of the �nj�coe�cients� This is the
graph of rooted �unordered� binary trees with labelled leaves� and has order ��n����
As the order increases so rapidly� 
nding a shortest path is computationally achievable
only for n � ��� We present some mathematical tools to compute or estimate the
length of such shortest paths between binary coupling trees� The diameter of Gn is
determined explicitly upto n � ��� and it is shown to grow like n log�n�� Thus for n
large enough� the number of Racah coe�cients in the expansion of a �nj�coe�cient is
of order n log�n�� We also show that this problem in Racah�Wigner theory is equivalent
to a problem in mathematical biology� where one is concerned with the quantitative
comparison of classi
cations or dendrograms� From this context� some algorithms for
approximating the shortest path can be deduced�
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� Introduction

The subject of the coupling of n�� angular momenta� and the related �nj�coe	cients� is
a di	cult one� and the literature is extensive
 Classical monographs ��� �� deal primarily
with techniques for implementing graphical methods known as Yutsis graphs� for carrying
out summations over projection quantum numbers in products of Wigner coe	cients

In ��� Topic ���� recoupling theory is considered from the point of view of binary coupling

schemes
 A binary coupling scheme is the rooted binary tree representing the order of
coupling of a state vector in the tensor product of n � � angular momentum multiplets�
labelled respectively by the angular momenta j�� j�� � � � � jn��
 The leaves of the binary
tree are labelled by these angular momenta j�� j�� � � � � jn��� and the remaining vertices of
the tree can be labelled by the intermediate angular momenta
 For example� in the tensor
product V� � � � � � V�� where each Vi carries a representation of the angular momentum
algebra labelled by ji� the following vector can be considered �

jj�� j��j��� j�� j�� j��j���j����J�Mi �X
all mi

Cj��j��j��
m��m��m��

Cj��j��j��
m��m��m��

Cj��j���j���
m��m���m���

Cj���j����J
m���m����M

�jj�m�i � jj�m�i � jj�m�i � jj�m�i � jj�m�i� ��

Herein� Cj�j��j��

m�m��m�� is a vector�coupling Wigner or Clebsch�Gordan� coe	cient ��� ��
 The
binary coupling scheme representing the above vector is given in Figure �
 The projection

Figure �� Binary coupling scheme representing ��
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quantum number M is not represented in this binary coupling scheme for reasons that
will soon become apparent


There are obviously several ways in which n�� angular momenta can be coupled� and
the quantities that typically appear in atomic and nuclear structure computations are the
related general recoupling coe	cients or �nj�coe	cients
 A general recoupling coe	cient
or a generalized �nj�coe	cient� is de�ned to be the transformation coe	cient between
any such two coupling schemes� e
g


hj�� j��j��� j�� j��j���j����� j��J jj�� j��j��� j�� j�� j��j���j����Ji� ��

TheM �dependence is dropped since such coe	cients are independent ofM by the Wigner�
Eckart theorem ���
 It is a fundamental theorem of recoupling theory ��� p
 ���� that each
such transformation coe	cient i
e
 every generalized �nj�coe	cient� can be expressed in
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terms of sums over products of Racah coe	cients �j�coe	cients�
 A famous program of
Burke ���� NJSYM� is already dealing with this problem
 Burke�s approach is equivalent to
�nding a certain path between the two binary coupling schemes representing the bra� and
ket�part of the general recoupling coe	cient� by successive elementary transformations on
the trees
 As we shall explain later� the shorter this path� the better the resulting formula

The path found by NJSYM is generally rather long� thus yielding expressions which are far
from optimal
 In order to improve NJSYM� Bar�Shalom and Klapisch ��� developed a new
program NJGRAF by implementing graphical methods due to Yutsis ���
 Recently� both
methods were re�examined and a better implementation was given ��� �� ��


In the present paper we consider the method of binary coupling tree transformations
as used in NJSYM ��� and NJFORMULA ���� and relate it to problems in graph theory� math�
ematical biology� and computer science
 For �xed n� we consider the set of all binary
coupling trees with n� � leaves i
e
 n� � basic angular momenta�
 This set is shown to
have the natural structure of a graph� Gn� with each vertex of Gn representing a binary
coupling tree
 Two vertices in Gn are connected by an edge if there exists an elementary
transformation to be de�ned later� between the corresponding binary coupling trees
 In
order to �nd an optimal expression for a general recoupling coe	cient generalized �nj�
coe	cient�� it is then su	cient to consider the two vertices in Gn corresponding to the
bra� and ket�vector� and to �nd a shortest path between them in Gn
 Although this is
a simple reduction of the original problem� the new graph theoretical problem turns out
to be as hard as the original problem
 One advantage of the equivalent graph theoretical
problem is that it has appeared in a number of di�erent contexts� such as computer science
and mathematical biology� and thus some properties of the graphs Gn can be found in
the literature
 In pure graph theory� the problem was �rst considered by Robinson ����

In computer science� the equivalent problem is known as �nding the rotation distance
between unordered rooted binary trees with labelled leaves ����
 In mathematical biology�
the problem is known as computing the nearest neighbour interchange metric between
dendrograms ���� ��� ��� ���


Since our main problem is now reduced to �nding shortest paths in the graph Gn�
we shall study some properties of Gn that are related to distance ����
 In particular we
shall be concerned with calculating or estimating the diameter dGn� of Gn� since this
gives an upper bound for the number of Racah coe	cients appearing in the expressions
of our generalized �nj�coe	cients
 For n � ��� dGn� is computed explicitly by means of
a computer program
 Since the number of vertices of Gn grows rapidly the order of Gn

is �n � ������ dGn� can no longer be computed for n � ��
 Then� we use a number of
techniques from computer science to give upper and lower bounds for dGn�
 We show
that dGn� grows like n logn�
 Some properties of Gn that are known in the literature
are then summarized and converted to our context of �nj�coe	cients
 Finally� we propose
some ideas on how to compute approximations for the shortest path problem in Gn
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� Transformations on binary coupling trees

The two parts of a general recoupling coe	cient or a �nj�coe	cient i
e
 the bra� and
ket�vector� consist of binary coupling schemes
 As shown in the example in Figure �� the
vertices of a binary coupling scheme are labelled by the angular momentum values
 The
leaves of the binary coupling scheme are labelled by basic angular momentum labels ji� the
other vertices the coupled vertices� are labelled by the intermediate angular momentum
values� and the root or top vertex is labelled by the �nal angular momentum value J 


As observed by Burke ��� and used in ���� to �nd an expression of a general recou�
pling coe	cient as a multiple� sum over products of Racah coe	cients� it is su	cient to
�nd a sequence of elementary operations which transform the binary coupling scheme of
the bra�vector into the binary coupling scheme of the ket�vector
 There are two elemen�
tary operations� both corresponding to simple recoupling coe	cients and thus to simple
contributions in the summation formula for the �nj�coe	cient


We refer to ��� for a detailed description of the two elementary operations� and just
recall their main properties here
 The �rst elementary operation is called an exchange

terminology of ���� or a twist computer science terminology�
 It corresponds to the
transformation of a state vector of the form ja� b�ci to jb� a�ci
 Its e�ect on a binary
coupling scheme is shown in Figure �� where a and b can be leaves or coupled vertices
 Its

Figure �� Twist operation

a b b a

c c

value is determined by the recoupling coe	cient

ha� b�c j b� a�ci � ���a�b�c� ��

following from the Clebsch�Gordan coe	cient property

Ca�b�c
����� � ���a�b�cCb�a�c

����� � ��

The second elementary operation is called a �op terminology of ���� or a rotation com�
puter science terminology in the context of binary search trees�
 This is a transformation
of a state vector of the form ja� b�d� c�fi to ja� b� c�e�fi or vice versa
 Its e�ect on a
binary coupling scheme is shown in Figure �� here again� a� b or c can be leaves or coupled
vertices
 Its value is determined by the recoupling coe	cient

ha� b�d� c�f j a� b� c�e�fi � ha� b� c�e�f j a� b�d� c�fi

� Ua�b�d
c�f�e � ���a�b�c�f

p
�d� ���e � ��

�
a b d
c f e

�
� ��
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Figure �� Rotation on binary coupling scheme
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Herein� U is a Racah coe	cient� and the last symbol is a �j�coe	cient ���
 The Racah
coe	cient can be de�ned as

Ua�b�d
c�f�e �

X
m������m�

Ca�b�d
m��m��m�

Cd�c�f
m��m��m

Cb�c�e
m��m��m�

Ca�e�f
m��m��m

� ��

In order to obtain an expression in terms of Racah coe	cients for a general recoupling
coe	cient or �nj�coe	cient�� we start from the binary coupling scheme of the bra�vector
and try to transform it into the binary coupling scheme of the ket�vector� by applying a
sequence of elementary operations on subtrees of the coupling scheme ���
 Each operation
contributes a part in the �nal expression
 For a twist� the only contribution is a sign
factor of the form ��
 For a rotation� the contribution is a factor Ua�b�d

c�f�e � moreover when
going from left to right in Figure �� for example� if e does not yet appear as a vertex
in the binary coupling scheme of the ket�vector� then this operation also gives rise to a
new summation variable

P
e
 In this case the rotation is said to create a new vertex e


The �nal expression for the general recoupling coe	cient is then a multiple� summation
formula over the products of all contributions corresponding to the sequence of elementary
operations
 For an example� see ��� Section ��
 This leads to the following �

Theorem � Consider a general recoupling coe�cient or �nj�coe�cient hI j F i� with I
and F two couplings of n� � basic angular momenta� Let i and f be the binary coupling

schemes corresponding to I and F respectively� If S is a sequence of elementary operations

consisting of st twists and sr rotations transforming i to f � then there exists an expression

for the �nj�coe�cient as a multiple sum with each term consisting of a product of sr Racah
coe�cients �and a phase factor�� Moreover� the number of summation variables is equal

to the number of rotations in S that create a new vertex�

We shall refer to such an expression as an expansion of the �nj�coe�cient in terms of
Racah coe�cients


In order to determine an optimal expression for a �nj�coe	cient� one should �nd a
sequence of elementary operations consisting of the minimum number of rotations
 In�
deed� a twist is inexpensive since it contributes only a sign and never an extra summa�
tion variable�
 A rotation however is expensive since it contributes a Racah coe	cient
computationally expensive since this involves the evaluation of a single sum expression��
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and since it can give rise to an extra summation variable
 In the terminology of angu�
lar momentum� a twist is irrelevant since the corresponding state vectors are related by a
phase factor� whereas a rotation is crucial since the corresponding state vectors are related
through di�erent intermediate angular momenta
 Thus� we shall say that an expansion
of a �nj�coe	cient is optimal if the number of Racah coe	cients appearing in such an
expansion is minimal


With this in mind we can rede�ne our problem and the basic structure that it is dealing
with
 A binary coupling tree on n� � leaves is a rooted binary tree such that

� the n� � leaves are labelled �� �� � � � � n� ��

� the internal vertices are not labelled�

� for each internal vertex� one can exchange the left and right children of that vertex


These are sometimes referred to as unordered rooted binary trees with labelled leaves
 An
example is given in Figure �
 Note that in this �gure� a� and b� represent the same

Figure �� Binary coupling trees
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binary coupling tree� since one can freely exchange the left and right children
 Sometimes
it will be convenient to attach an extra vertex with label � to the root of the binary
coupling tree� such as in c�
 The only elementary operation that now remains is rotation
on binary coupling trees since by de�nition a twist does not change the binary coupling
tree�
 This is illustrated in Figure �� where A� B and C represent subtrees and X is a
part of the binary coupling tree containing the root or� equivalently� the label ��


The relation with binary coupling schemes is obvious
 The leaf labels �� �� � � � � n � �
refer to the angular momentum values j�� j�� � � � � jn��
 An internal vertex is no longer
explicitly labelled� but it is implicitly labelled by the collection of leaves underneath it

For a given �nj�coe	cient with binary coupling schemes i and f and for every sequence
S consisting of st twists and sr rotations transforming i into f � there exists a sequence
of sr rotations transforming the corresponding binary coupling trees into each other and
vice versa
 Clearly� from the sequence of rotations between the binary coupling trees� the
sequence of twists and rotations between the binary coupling schemes can be reconstructed
and hence no information is lost for determining the summation formula for the �nj�
coe	cient
 Our basic problem is now reduced to �nding a shortest sequence of rotations
transforming one binary coupling tree into another
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Figure �� Binary coupling trees related by a rotation

X X

X
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A binary coupling tree can be given either explicitly as a graph� see Figure �� or as a
bracketing of the leaf labels
 For example� the binary coupling tree of Figure � could be
represented as

�� ��� �� �� ���� or �� ��� �� ��� ���� ��

Henceforth we shall use this notation for a binary coupling tree
 Sometimes we shall even
use it to refer to the underlying binary coupling scheme itself� if the intermediate angular
momentum values play no explicit role


In the following section we shall show that �nding a sequence of rotations transforming
one binary coupling tree into another one is equivalent to �nding a path in a graph Gn

First� there are two important observations


Remark � We wish to draw attention to the fact that this method of binary coupling
trees is more generally applicable than the case of the angular momentum algebra consid�
ered here
 The angular momentum algebra is the Lie algebra su��� and the multiplets
correspond to �nite�dimensional irreducible representations of su��
 Also for an arbi�
trary �nite�dimensional semi�simple Lie algebra g� one can consider the n����fold tensor
product V� � � � � � Vn��
 Just as in ��� one can de�ne vectors in this tensor product
using the Clebsch�Gordan coe	cients of g� then ji stands for the representation labels of
Vi and mi for the internal labels of the vector
 Since the tensor product is in general no
longer multiplicity�free� the coupled vectors are labelled by representation labels and an
additional label see� e
g
 ���� Section ��
��� or ���� for the example of suN��
 But the
formal problem of writing a general recoupling coe	cient of g ���� Section ��
��� in terms
of Racah coe	cients of g remains exactly the same as for su��� and thus the method of
binary coupling trees holds here as well
 Thus� all the following results in this paper hold
for the expansion of a �nj�coe	cient of an arbitrary semi�simple Lie algebra g in terms of
Racah coe	cients of g
 One can even extend the applicability to non�compact Lie groups�
or to in�nite�dimensional representations
 For example� the method also works for tensor
products of positive discrete series representations of su�� ��� since such a tensor product
is completely decomposable into a direct sum of positive discrete series representations
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even without multiplicity labels�
 Even though we continue to use the terminology of
angular momentum coupling in the following sections� we wish to emphasize that we have
this extended coupling problem in mind


Remark � For the case of su��� the powerful method of Yutsis graphs was developed ���

This graphical method is extremely useful to �nd optimal� expansions for �nj�coe	cients
of su�� ��� ��� or to classify them
 However� intrinsically this method uses various symme�
try properties of Clebsch�Gordan or Racah coe	cients that are valid for the case of su��
only
 Thus it is no longer valid for the extended case described in the previous Remark
and considered in the rest of this paper
 For the extended case� only two properties are
needed � �� or an equivalent one� see ���� �
����� and ��� which is always valid see
eq
 ��
��� of �����


� The graph Gn

Let n � � be �xed� and consider the set of all binary coupling trees with n � � leaves

Since our only basic operation is rotation� we shall consider the rotation graph of binary
coupling trees
 This graph Gn has as vertex set the set of all binary coupling trees with
n � � leaves� and there is an edge between two vertices if and only if the corresponding
binary coupling trees are related through a single rotation
 It follows that an optimal
expression for a �nj�coe	cient corresponds to �nding a shortest path in Gn between the
two binary coupling trees related to the bra� and ket�vector of the �nj�coe	cient


We shall now consider some examples� and deduce some general properties of Gn
 For
n � � this graph is simply a triangle
 In Figure � we give G�� and use the convention ��
to label the corresponding binary coupling trees
 The next graph� G�� has order ��
 This

Figure �� The graph G�

(1,(2,3))

((1,3),2)

((1,2),3)

graph is shown in Figure �� using the bracket representation �� for the binary coupling
trees
 The equivalence between optimal expressions for �nj�coe	cients and shortest paths
in Gn can be illustrated in Figure � for the classical �j�coe	cient
 For this coe	cient�
the corresponding binary coupling trees are �� ��� �� ��� and �� ��� �� ���
 The shortest
path in G� is of length �� and thus this implies that this �j�coe	cient can be written
as a single sum expression over the product of three �j�coe	cients which is� at least for
su��� a well�known fact�
 Note that in our terminology� we refer to other coe	cients such
as the ones corresponding to h�� �� �� ����j�� �� �� ���i� h�� �� �� ����j�� �� �� ����i or
h�� �� �� ����j�� ��� �� ���i also as �j�coe	cients� even though the �rst two reduce to
the product of two �j�coe	cients and the last one to a single �j�coe	cient as can be seen
in Figure � from the corresponding distances in G��
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Figure �� The graph G�
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((1,2),(3,4)) (4,(3,(1,2)))

(1,(3,(2,4)))

(4,(2,(1,3)))
(3,(2,(1,4)))

(2,(1,(3,4)))

(4,(1,(2,3)))

Let us now consider some general properties of the graph Gn
 An arbitrary element
of Gn� i
e
 a binary coupling tree on n � � leaves� has n � � internal edges i
e
 edges
containing no leaf�
 Two rotations can be performed with respect to each internal edge�
thus every binary coupling tree is connected by an edge to �n� �� other binary coupling
trees
 In other words� Gn is a regular graph of degree �n���
 For example� G� is regular
of degree �


To determine the number of binary coupling trees on n�� leaves or the order jGnj of
Gn�� consider �rst a binary coupling tree T on n leaves with labels �� � � � � n�� and extend
the root of T with an extra edge ending in the leaf � as in Figure ��
 This tree has
�n� � edges in total
 Therefore� there are �n� � di�erent ways of adding an extra edge
ending with leaf label n� � to this tree� namely by attaching it to each consisting edge�
see e
g
 Figure �
 Thus we have jGnj � �n� ��jGn��j� and �nd see also �����

jGnj � �n� ���� � �n� ���n � �� � � � � � �� ��

This implies that the order of Gn grows exponentially
 Table � gives the degree and the
order of Gn for n � ��


It is also easy to show that Gn is a connected graph� i
e
 for any two binary coupling
trees T� and T�� there exists at least one path between T� and T� ����
 In a sense� this
statement is equivalent to the fundamental theorem of recoupling theory ��� p
 ���� that
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Figure �� Five ways of attaching an extra leaf label � to a given binary coupling tree on
labels �����

1 2 3

0

4 4 4 4 4

Table �� Degree and order of Gn

n � � � � � � � � ��

degGn� � � � � �� �� �� �� ��

jGnj � �� ��� ��� ����� ������ ������� �������� ���������

each generalized �nj�coe	cient can be expressed in terms of sums over products of Racah
coe	cients �j�coe	cients�


Clearly� for n � �� the order of Gn becomes too large to represent Gn in the RAM of
a computer� which is necessary for the computation of shortest paths or of the diameter
of Gn
 In the following section we shall describe some of the results of our computations
for n � ��
 After that� we shall concentrate on the diameter of Gn� and give some
approximations


� Distance in Gn

So far� we have reduced our problem to the following � given two binary coupling trees
T� and T� from Gn� �nd a shortest path between T� and T�� and in particular determine
the length of this path since this determines the number of Racah coe	cients in the
expansion�
 The length of a shortest path between T� and T� is known as the distance
dT�� T�� between T� and T�� since this induces a distance function or metric ���� ���


Let us consider again the example n � �� with G� given in Figure �
 Starting from the
binary coupling tree �� ��� �� ���� one �nds that

� there are � elements of G� at distance �� namely
�� �� �� ����� �� �� �� ����� �� �� �� ���� and �� �� �� �����

� there are � vertices of G� at distance �� namely
�� �� �� ����� �� �� �� ����� �� �� �� ����� �� �� �� ����� �� �� �� �����
�� �� �� ����� �� �� �� ���� and �� �� �� �����

��



� there are � vertices at distance �� namely �� ��� �� ��� and �� ��� �� ���


The sequence giving the number of elements at distance k k � �� �� � � �� from a given vertex
T is called the distance degree sequence DDS� for that vertex T 
 Thus� in G�� the distance
degree sequence of �� ��� �� ��� is �� �� �� ��
 The two elements at maximum distance� in
casu �� ��� �� ��� and �� ��� �� ���� give rise to �nj�coe	cients with the maximum num�
ber of Racah coe	cients in an optimal expression� in this case h�� ��� �� ���j�� ��� �� ���i
and h�� ��� �� ���j�� ��� �� ���i give rise to genuine �j�coe	cients that have as optimal
expansion a single sum over products of three �j�coe	cients


It is not surprising that the distance degree sequence of �� ��� �� ��� or �� ��� �� ���
is also �� �� �� ��
 After all� a permutation of the leaf labels of the binary coupling trees
in Gn does not change the structure of Gn
 On the other hand� it is at �rst sight sur�
prising that also the other vertices of G� of the form a� b� c� d��� have the same distance
degree sequence as �� ��� �� ���
 Indeed� the binary coupling trees for �� �� �� ���� or
�� ��� �� ��� look di�erent� see Figure �a�
 Thus G� has two di�erent types of binary

Figure �� Two di�erent types of binary coupling trees with the same skeleton
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41

(a)

(b)

(c)

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4

coupling trees� the �rst of the form a� b� c� d��� and the second of the form a� b�� c� d��

This distinction changes however when one attaches an extra leaf label � to the root Fig�
ure �b��
 The full binary trees with labelled leaves labels from �� �� � � � � �� are now the
same� upto a permutation of the labels
 Since distance is governed by rotations over inter�
nal edges� it follows that the corresponding binary coupling trees will indeed have the same
distance degree sequence
 Note that there is another way of saying this� by introducing

��



the skeleton ����
 Generally� the skeleton of a binary coupling tree T of Gn with labelled
leaves labels from �� �� � � � � n � �� is obtained by deleting all leaves and corresponding
edges from T 
 The result is thus an unlabelled tree of maximum degree �� with n � �
edges� see Figure �c� for n � �


Let us consider the next case n � � corresponding to ��j�coe	cients�
 G� has ���
vertices
 It is easy to verify that there are now three di�erent types of binary coupling
trees� given in Figure ��a�
 When one considers their corresponding skeletons� there turn

Figure ��� Binary coupling trees for n � � and their skeletons

2 3 4 51

(a) (b)

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 51

out to be � di�erent ones� given in Figure ��b�
 Thus� to have a complete picture of the
distance in G�� one should determine the distance degree sequences only for two vertices
in G�� e
g
 for T� � �� �� �� �� ����� and for T� � �� �� ��� �� ����
 We have found that
DDST�� � �� �� ��� ��� ��� �� and DDST�� � �� �� ��� ��� ���
 Thus for T� there are �
vertices at distance �� whereas for T� there are no vertices at distance �� but �� vertices
at distance �
 The vertices at maximum distance of T� � �� �� �� �� ����� are given by

�� �� �� �� ������ �� �� �� �� ������ �� �� �� �� ������ �� �� �� �� ������

As a consequence� for the ��j�coe	cient corresponding to

h�� �� �� �� �����j�� �� �� �� �����i�

the optimal expansion is a double sum over products of � Racah coe	cients
 This may
seem to contradict the fact that the classical ��j�coe	cients for su�� have an expression in

��



terms of a single sum over products of only � Racah coe	cients� which can be found using
the technique of Yutsis
 In this context� however� recall the observation in Remark �
 The
fact that the optimal expansions for ��j�coe	cients of su�� can even further be reduced
is related to symmetry properties that hold only for su�� coupling coe	cients� and not
for the general Lie algebra case considered here


From the previous examples n � � and n � � it is clear that in order to determine
distance properties for given Gn it is su	cient a� to determine the number of skeletons�
b� to determine the distance degree sequence for each skeleton
 Of course� this does not
yet give the shortest path between any two given elements of Gn
 But it does at least
yield many other distance concepts eccentricity� radius� center� periphery� � � � ������ and
it also determines one of the most important distance characteristics of Gn� its diameter
dGn�
 The diameter of Gn is de�ned as follows �

dGn� � maxfdT�� T��jT�� T� � Gng� ��

Thus it is the maximum value over all possible shortest path lengths of Gn� in other words �
it is the length of the longest distance degree sequence


To determine the number of skeletons tn is an easy task� since for given n the skeletons
are the unlabelled trees of maximum degree � the so�called trivalent trees� with n � �
edges or� equivalently� with n vertices�
 This number is known� see e
g
 sequence number
A������ of ����� or ����
 The �rst few values are given in Table �
 In Figure �� we list the

Table �� Number of trivalent trees with n vertices

n � � � � � � � � �� �� ��

tn � � � � � � �� �� �� �� ���

trivalent trees with n vertices skeletons� upto n � � see also �����


The purpose is then to calculate the distance degree sequence for a binary coupling
tree corresponding to a skeleton
 Our method for doing this is described in the following
section


� The diameter d�Gn�

Let T be a given binary coupling tree of Gn
 We wish to compute the distance degree
sequence DDST �
 Let Di be the set of elements of Gn at distance i from T 
 There is one
element at distance �� namely T itself� thus we have D� � fTg
 Observe that it is easy
to determine the neighbours of T in Gn � these are the elements of Gn at distance � from
T � i
e
 they are the binary coupling trees obtained from T by performing one rotation

Such rotations are easy to perform� as we have already observed in Section �� every binary
coupling tree has �n � � neighbours
 Thus D� has �n � � elements
 Next we compute
the set of neighbours of the elements of D�� and delete from this set the ones that were

��



Figure ��� Skeletons trivalent trees� with n vertices for n � �� � � � � �

n = 3 (a)

(a)

(b)

n = 5 (a)

(b)

n = 6 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

n = 7 (a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

n = 4

already in D� or D�� yielding D�
 Continuing this way� one can determine all Di� and
their orders give DDST �


Such a computation requires � a� a simple data structure for a binary coupling tree�
that allows an easy determination of its neighbours i
e
 perform rotations�� b� a proper
way of keeping track of the elements of Gn that have already been encountered in D��
D�� � � �� Di while Di�� is being determined
 We have written a C program to calculate
the distance degree sequence in Gn for any given binary coupling tree
 Our program is
inspired by some techniques of ���� or� equivalently� ������ and we shall not go into the
details of this program here
 Note that by the second requirement it is necessary that the
elements of Gn can be stored in the RAM of the computer
 Knowing the order of Gn�
see �� or Table �� it is clear that on any present�day computer the computation cannot be
performed beyond n � ��
 We have calculated all distance degree sequences upto n � ��

Table � gives the results upto n � �
 For the complete results upto n � �� see URL
http���allserv�rug�ac�be��jvdjeugt�BCT


��



Table �� Distance degree sequences in Gn
 The skeleton types a�� b�� etc
 refer to
Figure ��


� � � � � 	 
 � �  �� �� ��

n � �

�a� � � � �

n � �

�a� � 
 �� �� �� �
�b� � 
 �� �� ��

n � 	

�a� � � �
 ��� ��� ��� �� ��
�b� � � �� ��� ��� ��� ��� �


n � 


�a� � �� 	
 ��� 
�� �
�
 ���� ��
� ���� ��
 �
�b� � �� 
� ��� ��� �
�� �
	� ��
� ���
 ���
�c� � �� 
� �	� ��� �
�� �	� ��� ���� ��
 �
�d� � �� 
� �
� �	� �
�� �	�
 �
�� ��� ���

n � �

�a� � �� �� ��� ���� ���� ����� ����� ��
�� �	�	� ��	�� ���� �	

�b� � �� �� ��� �	�� �
�� ��	�
 ����� ��	�� ����� ����� 	��� ��
�c� � �� �� ��
 �	�
 ��
 ��	�� ����� ��
�� ��	�� ���
 	��� ��
�d� � �� �� �	� ���� 	�
 ���
� ����� ��	�� ����� ��
�� 	��� ��
�e� � �� �� ��� �
�� ��� ����� ���	� ��
�
 ����� ���
� 	��� �	�
�f� � �� �� ��� �
	� ��� ��		� ���	� ����� ����� ����� 	��� �	�

From the calculation of the distance degree sequences� one easily deduces the diameter
of Gn
 Table � gives the diameter up to n � ��� which is as far as one can compute on a
present�day computer� and which goes beyond previously calculated diameters ���� ���


Table �� Diameter of Gn

n � � � � � � � � ��

dGn� � � � � �� �� �� �� ��

The diameter is important as it gives an upper bound for the number of Racah coef�
�cients appearing in an optimal expansion of a �nj�coe	cient� see Section �
 Since it is
so di	cult to calculate the diameter explicitly beyond n � ��� one may wonder whether
a proper approximation of dGn� can be determined
 This is indeed the case
 In this
paper we shall give a new lower and upper bound for dGn�
 The details of the proofs are
omitted here� and will be given in a separate comprehensive study of diameter properties
of Gn ����


Lemma � The number of elements within distance i from any given binary coupling tree

in Gn is less than or equal to
�
n��i
i

�
�i�

This can be shown using so�called short encodings ����� for a detailed proof see ����


��



Theorem � The diameter of Gn satis�es

dGn� �
�

�
logn�� �

�

�
n logn�e�� ���

Herein and in what follows�� log � log� is the logarithm in basis �� and e is the basis of
the natural logarithm

To prove the theorem� let � � dGn�� then by the above lemma and �� we have that�

n� ��

�

�
�� � �n� ���� �

�n��

�nn�
� ���

The lhs of ��� can be enlarged by

�n���

�n
�

�
n� ��

�

�
�

which holds for all integers n � � and � � �� see ����
 The rhs of ��� can be bounded
using

��n
n

�
� ��n��n�
 Thus ��� yields �

��� � n��

from which the theorem follows


An upper bound follows from

Theorem � The diameter of Gn satis�es �n � ��

dGn� � ndlogn�e��dlog�n�e��n�dlogn���e��� � ndlogn�e�n��dlogn�e��� ���

Herein� dxe is the smallest integer larger than or equal to x � ��

The proof of this theorem follows the lines indicated in ����
 Let a spine be a binary
coupling tree of the form

�� �� �� � � � n� n� ��� � � ��� ���

see Figure �� for its general shape
 First� one determines an upper bound for the number
of rotations needed to transform such a spine with arbitrary ordered labels into the spine
with ordered labels ���
 This upper bound is given by ndlogn�e � �dlog�n�e � �� see ����

Next� it is not di	cult to see that there are at most n� dlogn� ��e rotations needed to
transform an arbitrary binary coupling tree into a spine
 Thus to transform two binary
coupling trees T� and T� into each other� �rst transform both T� and T� into a spine� and
then transform one spine into the second one
 This leads to ���


Together� the above two theorems imply that the diameter of Gn is of order n logn��
i
e


dGn� � �n logn���

Note that a weaker upper limit has been given earlier in ����� and weaker upper and lower
limits were determined in ����


The for us important consequence is �

��



Figure ��� Binary coupling tree which is a spine

0

1

2

n n+1

Corollary � Consider an optimal expansion of a �nj�coe�cient in terms of Racah coef�

�cients� Then the number sr of Racah coe�cients appearing in a term of the expansion is
of order n logn�� more explicitly� it is bounded by

�

�
n logn�e� � sr � ndlogn�e� n� �dlogn�e� ��

� Equivalent and related problems

In this paper� we have reduced the problem of �nding an optimal expansion of a �nj�
coe	cient to the graph theoretical problem of �nding a shortest path between binary
coupling trees in Gn
 This last problem has been encountered before in di�erent contexts

One of the �rst papers where this problem is stated� with applications in mind� is ����

In that context� our binary coupling trees are called dendrograms� and the purpose is the
computation of a similarity measure or distance coinciding with our distance dT�� T���
between dendrograms


Dendrograms can be de�ned as rooted trees where each of the terminal vertices leaves�
represent an object and where the root vertex represents the entire object�set ����
 Ac�
cording to ����� binary dendrograms can have labelled or unlabelled leaves� and can be
ranked or non�ranked ordered or unordered� in our terminology�
 An enumeration of
four types of binary dendrograms was given in ����
 The ones of interest to us are the
non�ranked unordered� dendrograms with labelled leaves� since they coincide with our
binary coupling trees
 These are also the dendrograms appearing in the paper of Water�
man and Smith ����� and are of importance in mathematical biology
 The �rst area of
application is taxonomy
 Here� various hierarchical cluster methods are used to construct
taxonomic dendrograms
 A cluster algorithm can result in dendrograms with di�ering
initial ordering� thus a method of measuring the degree of similarity between dendrograms
is of importance ����
 The similarity is computed by means of the distance between den�
drograms� coinciding with distance in Gn
 A second area of biological research involving
dendrograms is in morphogenesis and�or cell di�erentiation studies� where the develop�
ment of systems is represented by a tree decision tree� equivalent to our binary coupling
tree�
 Here again� a tree similarity measure is of importance ����� and is given by distance

��



in Gn


Some ways of computing or estimating the similarity of dendrograms have been con�
sidered in the literature
 Waterman and Smith ����� who introduced similarity measure�
also use the term nearest neighbour interchange metric to refer to the distance d in Gn

Realizing that d is di	cult to compute in general� they introduced another measure c
which afterwards turned out to violate the triangle inequality ���� ��� ���
 Brown and Day
showed that both d and c are di	cult to compute ����
 They designed an approximation
to d� and analysed the algorithm for the computation of this approximation
 Another ap�
proximation was considered in ����� requiring only On� time to compute
 That in general
d is di	cult to calculate was indicated by K�riv�anek ����� who showed that computing d
is an NP�complete problem
 It should be mentioned that Li et al ���� found a mistake
in K�riv�anek�s proof� so the question of NP�completeness remains open
 Still� at present
there is no simple algorithm to compute the distance dT�� T�� between given binary cou�
pling trees in Gn
 Therefore� we plan to reconsider the methods of ���� or ���� in order to
develop programs that produce close approximations for the distance dT�� T�� and thus
programs that produce expansions of �nj�coe	cients which are nearly optimal�


The problem of computing the distance d in Gn was also considered by computer
scientists ���� ���
 Often� however� computer scientists are more interested in a closely
related problem � calculating the rotation distance d in the graph Hn consisting of binary
search trees rooted ordered binary trees� with unlabelled leaves� with n internal vertices

In ����� it was already shown that the diameter dHn� � �n� � so a linear upper bound�
instead of a n logn� upper bound for dGn��
 A detailed study ���� revealed that dHn� �
�n � �� later con�rmed by more elementary methods ���� ���
 Although the diameter is
easier to estimate in this case� computing the actual distance d in Hn once again turns
out to be di	cult ����


One of the properties of the distance function d for Gn� which has received attention
in the mathematical biology literature� is that of non�decomposability
 This peculiar
property is also of interest in our context of �nj�coe	cients
 Let T� T � � Gn be two
binary coupling trees with leaves labelled �� �� � � � � n � �
 Suppose that� in the notation
of ��� T � t�� t�� and T � � t��� t

�
��� where t�� t

�
� � Gk are binary coupling trees with

leaves labelled by �� �� � � � � k��� and t�� t
�
� � Gn�k�� are binary coupling trees with leaves

labelled by k � �� � � � � n� �
 The distance d is said to satisfy the decomposition property
if for all such T and T � �

dT� T �� � dt�� t
�
�� � dt�� t

�
���

where by abuse of notation� the �rst d in the rhs is the distance function in Gk� and the
second d in Gn�k��
 Otherwise� d is non�decomposable
 It was indicated in ���� and shown
in ���� that the distance function d for Gn does not satisfy the decomposition property

This implies that for general �nj�coe	cients� a so�called cut on two lines ��� Figure ��
�����
in the corresponding Yutsis graph does not necessarily yield the most optimal expansion
in Racah coe	cients although it will do so for n � ��


��



� Conclusion

We have considered the problem of �nding an optimal expansion of a general �nj�coe	cient
for �nite�dimensional representations of a semi�simple Lie algebra g� in terms of Racah
coe	cients of g
 This problem was reduced to the shortest path problem in the graph
Gn� of which the vertices are given by binary coupling trees on n�� leaves and the edges
correspond to rotations
 Finding shortest paths in the rotation graph of binary coupling
trees turns out to be a di	cult problem
 Upto n � ��� the distance degree sequences
of Gn have been calculated explicitly� yielding many distance properties of Gn and in
particular implying the diameter dGn�
 This diameter is an upper bound for the number
of Racah coe	cients appearing in an optimal expression for a �nj�coe	cient
 We have
shown that dGn� grows like n logn� by giving upper and lower bounds for it
 Finally�
we have shown that our shortest path problem has already appeared in other contexts�
such as mathematical biology and computer science� where it has important applications

Methods to �nd approximations of the shortest path� developed in these areas� can be
useful in our context of �nj�coe	cients and will be studied in the future
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